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Abstract The feminine suffixes -at, -et, -it, -ut, -ot of Modern Hebrew are regularly
treated as morphologically simplex. In this paper, I argue for the decomposition of
-it and -ut into -i-t and -u-t on the basis of semantic, phonological and morphologi-
cal evidence. The paper has two parts. In the first part, the data and the main claims
are presented. The feminine suffix is defined as -t. The distribution and function of
-i- and -u- in the feminine suffixes are defined, and both -i- and -u- are shown to
carry similar functions elsewhere in the language, without the feminine -t. A novel
analysis of the plural analysis is also presented. The second part is an application
to the data of Lowenstamm’s (Derivational affixes as roots (phasal spellout meets
English stress shift). Ms., LLF, 2010, to appear) specific view of Distributed Mor-
phology (Halle and Marantz in The view from building 20, pp. 111–176. MIT Press,
Cambridge, 1993). Through this formal analysis, -i- is shown to be a structurally ex-
pletive morpheme. The morpheme -u- is analyzed as its [-concrete] alternant. The
latter is shown to appear in both concatenative and non-concatenative suffixes, thus
illustrating an understudied possible consequence of the non-concatenative nature
of Semitic morphology. The framework adopted—the version of Distributed Mor-
phology in Lowenstamm (Roots, Oxford University Publishing, to appear)—receives
support in the success of the analysis.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Data and questions

Modern Hebrew (henceforth MH) has four main singular feminine suffixes (1a) and
exactly one plural feminine suffix (1b). Loanwords ending in [a] are also interpreted
as feminine (víza in (1a)). All feminine suffixes are unchanged in the Construct
State—a morpho-syntactic compounding construction that may give rise to special
morphology—except for -a, which appears as [at] in the Construct State.

(1) Feminine Suffixes of Modern Hebrew1

a. Singular: at least four suffixes
suffix Free State Construct State N+N
basic -a brex-a brex-at (górdon) ‘(Gordon) swimming

pool’
víz-a víz-at (díplomat) ‘(diplomatic) visa’

unstressed -et rakév-et rakév-et (israel) ‘(Israeli) train’
non abstract -it mon-it mon-it (spéšel) ‘(individual) taxi’
abstract -ut šagrir-ut šagrir-ut (kúba) ‘(Cuban) embassy’

b. Plural: one suffix -ot (unchanged in Construct State)
singular plural
brex-a brex-ot ‘swimming pool’
víz-a víz-ot ‘visa’
makól-et makol-ot ‘grocery store’
mon-it mon-iy-ot ‘taxi’
šagrir-ut šagrir-uy-ot ‘embassy’

As can be seen above, all feminine suffixes end in a realized [t] in at least one of the
forms. It is thus reasonable to analyze the one exception, -a ∼ -at, as underlyingly
/at/, with some (morpho-)phonological process responsible for the non-realization of
the /t/ in the Free State.2 Given such an analysis, one can assume (2):

(2) /t/ expresses feminine gender in MH

But if -t is the exponent for gender in MH, what do the vowels of -at, -et, -it, -ut and
-ot add to the suffixes? Do these vowels contribute any type of information, or is the
choice of the feminine suffix for a given context arbitrary?

1.2 Preliminary answers

In this paper, the questions just raised will be answered in the following manner:

1Stress is final except where it is specified with an accent.
2For a morpho-phonological analysis, see Bat-El (1989). For a phonological one, see Faust (2011), to
appear) and (5) below.
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I. The suffixes -at and -et are lexically conditioned allomorphs. The vowels [a] and
[e] of these suffixes are not morphemes; they constitute the default vocalization of
the feminine suffix.3

II. The suffix -it is a complex suffix, composed of the feminine -t preceded by
another morpheme, namely -i-. This -i-, though it has no meaning of its own, fulfills
a function in the morphological structure: it satisfies a condition on the distribution
of the feminine morpheme -t, which will become clear in the analytic part of the
paper.
III. The suffix -ut, like -it, is a complex suffix composed of feminine -t preceded by
the morpheme -u-. Unlike -i-, the morpheme -u- does have semantic content. It is
[-concrete], similar to English -hood, -ness etc. It satisfies the same condition on
the feminine morpheme -t as -i-, the choice depending on the difference in meaning
between -u- and -i-.
IV. Feminine plurality is realized by the insertion of a morpheme /o/ before the
feminine -t. This insertion results in the realization of the plural suffix -ot.

For these preliminary answers to be convincing to any extent, it is necessary to con-
sider further data. A fuller description of the distribution of each suffix follows in
Sect. 2, bolstering and elaborating on and each of the points above. While the essence
of the proposal will hopefully become clearer by the end of Sect. 2, its implementa-
tion and theoretical implications cannot be evaluated before several theoretical tools
are introduced and discussed. This is the topic of the first part of the paper’s theo-
retical discussion (Sect. 3.1). After the theoretical tools are presented, they are there
applied to the data in Sect. 3.2, emphasizing the theoretical aspects of the proposal.
Section 4 presents the paper’s conclusions.

2 More data, and an initial analysis

In this first part of the paper, the distribution of each of the feminine suffixes is dis-
cussed in detail and the preliminary answers above are elaborated upon.

2.1 The simplex suffixes -at and -et

The suffixes -at and -et are productive in two morphological domains: non-
concatenative templates and nominal/adjectival inflection. Their behavior in the first
domain, that of templates, is exemplified in (3). The items in (3) are all (traditionally
regarded as) composed of a triradical, discontinuous root (symbolized by the variable
set 〈Q,T,L〉), which is mapped onto a prosodic “template”. Templates are molds of
fixed syllabic and vocalic form, sometimes consisting of affixal elements, too: for
instance, the second template in (3) is defined not only by its syllabic structure and
vowels, but also by the prefixal element m-. Rather than being prefixed to a stem

3Harbour (2009), which also argues for the traditional view that -t is feminine, classifies [a] as an epenthetic
vowel. However, the epenthetic vowels of either Biblical or Modern Hebrew are not [a]—they are [@/ĭ] and
[e] respectively. It is thus best to treat the [a] of -at as a default realization.
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in a concatenative manner, this prefix is a stable part of the template itself (a hy-
pothetical related form (i)QTaL-a does not exist). Templates carry morpho-semantic
information, to varying measures of predictability: for instance, most—though not
all—QTiLa nouns are action nouns of corresponding verbs of a certain type.

(3) -at and -et appear as parts of feminine templates
Template Items Related item

QTiL-a
(action noun of Type I)

ktiv-a ‘writing’ katav ‘he wrote’

šmir-a ‘guarding’ šamar ‘he guarded’

m-iQTaLa
(resultatives, roughly)

mixlal-a ‘college’ kalal ‘he included’

milxam-a ‘war’ nilxam ‘he fought’

QTóL-et
(collectives)

psól-et ‘waste’ pasal ‘disqualify’

n(e)sór-et ‘sawdust’ niser ‘to saw’

t-iQTóL-et
(collectives)

t-izmór-et ‘orchestra’ zémer ‘song, melody’

t-ikšór-et ‘communication’ kéšer ‘link, relation’

Importantly, the feminine suffixes in (3) are as much part of the template as the fixed
affixes m- and t-: it is not the case that the template t-iQTóL-et is derived from a
non-feminine, more basic template.

The second domain in which -at and -et are productive is participial and adjectival
inflection (in (4b), the initial /a/ of the base is syncopated when it is not immediately
pretonic).

(4) -at and -et appear as inflection of participles and adjectives
a. Type Past Participle (msg.) Participle (fsg.)

I xašav xošev xošév-et ‘think’

I passive – xašuv xašuv-a ‘important’

II xišev me-xašev me-xašév-et ‘calculate’

II passive xušav me-xušav me-xušév-et (passive)

III h-exšiv m-axšiv m-axšiv-a ‘take into
consideration’

III passive h-uxšav m-uxšav m-uxšév-et (passive)

IV ne-xšav ne-xšav ne-xšév-et ‘be considered’

V h-it-xašev m-it-xašev m-it-xašév-et ‘be considerate’

b. QaTVL adjectives m. f.

kaful kful-a ‘double’

katan ktan-a ‘small’

Paxer Paxér-et ‘other’

gadol gdol-a ‘big’

Padir Padir-a ‘great’

All of the bases to feminine formation in (4) are templatic, in that they are formed
from a root and fixed template. Thus, the sole difference between (3) and (4) is that
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in the latter, a templatic masculine base exists independently of the feminine suffix.
That said, a possible unifying analysis of the distribution of -at and -et, and one that I
will adopt here, is to consider all of the cases involving -at and -et as templatic. This
view will be especially important when these two suffixes are compared to -it. In
anticipation of that comparison, two facts must be stressed here: first, -at and -et have
a similar morphological distribution—they participate in templatic morphology; and
second, -it is never part of a template, nor is the feminine of any templatic adjective
formed with -it.

As for their semantic contribution, the suffixes -at and -et do not seem to carry any
information except gender classification. In participial and adjectival inflection, these
suffixes denote only a feminine referent. In their templatic function, these suffixes do
not seem to systematically bear any specific semantics: as (3) shows, the denotation of
feminine template can be concrete (mixlal-a ‘college’) non-concrete (ktiv-a ‘writing’)
or collective (psól-et ‘waste’).

The distinct form of -at and -et suggests that they are two distinct affixes. This
is indeed the standard view in all work on MH (Bat-El 1997; Schwarzwald 2002).
However, the distribution of the suffixes is near-complementary: it is almost always
possible to predict which of the two suffixes will be used, and there are extremely few
words that use both. Importantly, no adjectives or participles use both. Moreover, the
phonological environment in which the two suffixes appear is never identical: almost
all the bases of -et carry a [-high] vowel, and almost all those of -at carry a [+high]
one; -et is never stressed, -at always is (in native words); and the -t of -at manifests
itself only in the CS, whereas that of -et is always present. For these reasons, Faust
(to appear) analyzes the two suffixes as having the same underlying phonological
content /at/, with only the association pattern between the segmental and skeletal
tiers distinguishing between the two:

(5) -at and -et identical except for association pattern4

The analysis in (5) displays the [a] of -at as a long /a:/, and the [e] of -et as an
underlyingly short /a/. By assuming identical skeletal material, the analysis derives
the floating property of the /t/ in [a] and the obligatory surfacing of the same /t/ in
[et]. The analysis also explains the behavior of the two suffixes with respect to the
difference in vowel quality and stress (which is described as sensitive to length).

For the full details of the analysis and further motivation, the reader is referred
to Faust (to appear). Present purposes require only the recognition of -at and -et as
allomorphs, i.e. two distinct forms that carry the same function and appear in well-
defined, minimally different environments. The next subsection introduces a third
feminine suffix, -it.

4The analysis in Faust (to appear) adopts the CVCV option of Government Phonology (Lowenstamm
1996; Scheer 2004). In this theory, the skeletal tier consists of strictly alternating C and V slots.
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2.2 The suffix -it

As mentioned in the previous section, -it is never templatic: there is no fixed prosody
or vocalization associated with -it. In addition, -it is never used to denote the feminine
form of participles or templatic adjectives. The suffix is used productively in three
domains:

(i) the derivation of new content-words on the basis of existing ones (6a);
(ii) the creation of feminine counterparts to agentive nouns with -ay and -an (6b);

(iii) the creation of feminine counterparts to loaned masculines (6c).

(6) Agentives with -an or -ay, as well as loanwords, only take -it
base suffixed

a. masa(P) ‘load (n.)’ masaP-it ‘truck’
xalon ‘window’ xalon-it ‘small window’

b. m. f. related item
yark-an yarkan-it ‘vegetable vendor’ yérek ‘vegetable’
kolno-an kolno-an-it ‘film maker’ kolnóa ‘cinema’
saxy-an saxy-an-it ‘swimmer’ saxa ‘he swam’
iton-ay iton-a-it ‘journalist’ iton ‘journal’
texn-ay texn-a-it ‘technician’ téxni ‘technical’

b. astronawt astronáwt-it ‘astronaut’
nudnik nudnik-it ‘busy body, nagger’ (< Yiddish, Russian)
Qáwar Qáwar-it ‘stupid person’ (< Arabic ‘blind’)

In none of the cases above is it possible to attribute to the suffix -it any consistent
meaning other than “feminine”.5 This raises the possibility that -it is an allomorph of
the same morpheme realized by -at/-et. To support this view, it should be noted that
neither -at nor-et can be used with the functions in (6): there is no other choice but to
use -it.

It is thus very tempting to analyze -it and -at as allomorphs. Such an analysis faces
two challenges. The first is practical: there is one environment where both -it and -et
(although almost never -at) may be employed, namely after bases of the form which I
will call stable QaTaL”6 (7a). Thus, there is no real reason that the feminine of ganav
is ganevet (7a); it could as easily have been ganav-it.

5Some of the items that belong to the first group (6a) denote entities that are smaller than those denoted
by the base, e.g. the second example in (6a) or mapuax ‘bellows’ vs. mapuxit ‘harmonica’. As the last
example shows, this is not the evaluative morphology of diminutives, since the entity denoted is not just a
small version of the base (moreover, MH has a productive diminutive suffix -on, f.. -ón-et). Furthermore,
there are also many cases of base + it where the entity derived is not smaller, but rather more concrete
than the base, e.g. the first example in (6a) or xašmal ‘electricity’ xašmal-it ‘tram’. The definition in the
text, namely “the derivation of new content-words on the basis of existing ones” is thus the most adequate.
The concreteness effect will become clear in the next subsection, when -it is compared to -ut.
6These bases, whose masculine version usually bears agentive meaning, have a stable prosody when suf-
fixed (sapar-saparim ‘barber (sg.-pl.)’). Stable QaTaL contrasts with unstable QaTaL, which does not have
this meaning, and whose first vowel syncopates upon suffixation (gamal-gmalim ‘camel (sg.-pl.)’).
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(7) Prosodically stable QaTaL compatible with both -et and -it
m. f. no existing masculine

a. ganav ganév-et ‘thief’ c. dalék-et ‘inflammation’, *dalak
calam calém-et ‘photographer’ bazél-et ‘basalt’, *bazal
sapar sapar-it ‘barber’ kalét-et ‘cassette’, *kalat
aman aman-it ‘artist’

b. tayal tayél-et, tayal-it ‘hiker’
tayél-et, *tayal-it ‘promenade’

šayat šayét-et, šayat-it ‘oarsman’
šayét-et, *šayat-it ‘flotilla’

That said, as (7) shows, the distribution of -it and -et in this case is not random either.
When -it is used, there is always an existing masculine, and the relation between the
masculine and feminine correspondents is compositional (7b). With -et, in contrast,
no corresponding masculine must exist (7c), and if such a form does exist, it is not
always compositional in its meaning (7b).

The second, more important challenge is to find the conditioning factor: if -it has
the same function as -at/-et, what determines which suffix will be used? In order to
answer this question, let us group the data in table form:

(8) Distribution of -a(t) and -it: summary

Morphological Domain -a(t) ∼ -et -it

a. participles YES NO

b. templates YES NO

c. -an or -ay agentives NO YES

d. loanwords NO YES

e. Independently attested QaTaL base YES YES
f. unattested QaTaL base YES NO

I submit that the distribution of -it and -at/-et can be explained by the following
statement:

(9) -at selects for roots, -it selects for nouns

Let us see exactly how the statement in (9) explains the distribution summarized
in (8). It is reasonable to assume that all templatic derivation involves direct contact
with the root, or at least the forging of a new root upon which the template will be built
(although see Bat-El 1994). In other words, templatic activity is lower than the first
category head, dealing directly with a category-free root. If so, (9) would correctly
predict that only -at/-et would be employed in the domain of templatic derivation. As
for feminine participles, as claimed above, these forms may be regarded as templatic
in their own right, on a par with feminine templates, even though a masculine coun-
terpart does exist. The exclusion of -it from participles is thus explained, because
-it only attaches to the noun level, not to the template level. In contrast, because the
masculine agentive almost always exists independently of the feminine counterpart,
but the two are not part of an inflectional paradigm, it is reasonable to assume that
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the latter is based on the former; the statement in (9) would thus correctly predict -it,
but not -at/-et.7

As for loanwords, I assume that words are borrowed with their category. Thus,
a word like astronawt enters the language as a noun, not as a root or stem with no
category. In accordance with this assumption, feminine nouns derived on the basis of
loanwords would presumably be constructed on an existing word, rather than the root
of the source language: again, (9) correctly predicts -it, but not -at/-et.

Finally, the same logic holds for QaTaL cases: QaTaL-it is consistently derived
from the independent QaTaL noun, which explains the compositionality and the
obligatory existence of masculine counterparts in the case of QaTaLit. In contrast, the
possible non-compositionality and independence from an existing masculine counter-
part that are typical of QaTéL-et justify the treatment of such forms as templatic, i.e.
assembled at the root level. If so, the statement in (9) accounts not only for the com-
plementarity of -it vs. -at/-et, but also for those cases where this complementarity is
apparently violated: there is in fact no violation in QaTaLit vs. QaTéLet.

In this subsection, I have argued that the form of the suffix denoting feminine
gender is dependent on the structural identity of the base. If I am correct, a question
that is still left unanswered is why this is so: why is the feminine suffix that selects
nouns formally distinct from its root-selecting counterpart? Before even a preliminary
answer can be given to this question, the last singular feminine suffix -ut must be
examined.

2.3 The suffix -ut

As mentioned in the previous subsection, the suffix -it cannot be attributed any se-
mantic content besides “feminine”. The opposite is true for items bearing the suffix
-ut. As (10) shows, the great majority of these nouns have [-concrete] denotation:
-ut is used to derive collective nouns (10a), property/profession names (10a–d) and
action nouns (10e) from a variety of sources. All of these patterns are highly produc-
tive.

(10) Nouns with the suffix -ut8

a. Nominal base + ut = collective noun, abstract noun
enoš ‘one human’ enoš-ut ‘humanity’
iton ‘newspaper’ iton-ut ‘press’
ezrax ‘citizen’ ezrax-ut ‘citizenship’

7A reviewer notes that the theory adopted later in this paper, namely Distributed Morphology (DM, Halle
and Marantz 1993), does not recognize the existence of paradigms as a linguistic object. This view under-
mines the claim that there is a difference between the relation yarkan–yarkan-it ‘vegetable vendor (m.–f.)’
and medaber–medabér-et ‘speak.PART.(m.–f.)’, whereby the latter stand in a paradigmatic relation but the
former do not. I do not think that rejection of paradigms is obligatorily inherent to DM, rather than an
opinion of some of its proponents. That said, the distinction can also be reformulated in terms of inherent
vs. agreement features: but developing such an analysis would require an entire paper. Moreover, the claim
that forms ending in the agentive suffixes are not templatic is supported by the concatenative behavior of
these affixes (see (6b) for examples).
8See Bolozky and Schwarzwald (1992) for full presentation. Also, the characterization of the nouns in (10)
as [-concrete] is clearly a semantic approximation. That said, it is sufficient for present purposes.
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b. adjective + ut = property
matun ‘moderate’ metin-ut ‘moderation’
savir ‘probable’ svir-ut ‘probability’
xiyuv-i ‘positive’ xiyuv-iy-ut ‘positivity’

c. participle + ut = property
manhig ‘leader’ manhig-ut ‘leadership’
mecuyan ‘excellent’ mecuyan-ut ‘excellence’

d. agent + ut = profession/quality/discipline
sapar ‘barber’ sapar-ut ‘hairdressing’
iton-ay ‘journalist’ iton-a(P)-ut ‘journalism’
šakr-an ‘liar’ šakr-an-ut ‘property of liar’

e. verb (-acc.) + ut = action noun
le-hitnaged ‘oppose’ hitnagd-ut ‘opposition’
le-hisaref ‘burn (intrans.)’ hisarf-ut ‘burning (intr.)’

f. unattested concatenative base+ut
dm-ut ‘character (in play)’
št-ut ‘triviality’

(boger) ‘mature’ bagr-ut ‘maturity’
(nocri) ‘christian’ nacr-ut ‘christianity’

In the comparison of -it vs. -at/-et, it was proposed that the two types of affixes
differ in the identity of their selected base. With respect to that distinction, there are
several reasons why -ut should be placed on a par with -it as a selector of nouns
(and adjectives) rather than roots. First, in the great majority of cases, -ut appears
on independently attested nouns. Second, there is no productive occurrence of -ut as
part of a template; in other words, the addition of -ut to a base does not require that
base to adapt to any prosodic or vocalic restrictions. Finally, and most importantly,
the [-concrete] semantics of -ut is shared by several items with -at/-et; if both -ut and
-at/-et were to attach to the same level, their distribution would be unpredictable. In
contrast, as discussed above, the suffix -it is not used to denote abstract nouns. If -ut
is taken to function at the same level as -it, the absence of [-concrete] nouns with -it
is accounted for: if a [-concrete] noun is to be derived on the basis of another item,
the suffix is -ut. Otherwise, it is -it. If the noun is to be derived directly from the root,
-at/-et will be employed.

(11) The distribution of feminine affixes with respect to selection and denotation

denominal deradical/templatic

+concrete -it -at/-et
-concrete -ut

Most of the data in (10) is accounted for by the division in (11). Only (10f) poses
problems: the first two items do not have a base, and the second two seem to be
templatic, in that the vocalization of the base when suffixed changes. I will get back
to these forms in the next subsection.
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2.4 -it and -ut are morphologically complex

We have established, in the previous subsections, the following claims:

(i) -t is the feminine morpheme;
(ii) [a,e] in -at/-et are not separable from [t];

(iii) -it and -ut are the counterpart of -at/-et when gender has to be expressed on
independent nouns, rather than on roots. -ut is used for [-concrete] nouns, -it
elsewhere.

Based on these assumptions, it will now be shown that -it and -ut are complex suf-
fixes, composed of a vocalic morpheme -i-/-u- and the feminine -t.

2.4.1 The suffix -ut is complex

If -t marks feminine, then what information is conveyed by the vowel of the suffix? It
was claimed above that if the vowel is [a] or [e], then no real information is conveyed.
For -u-, however, the [-concrete] meaning of nouns with -ut clearly indicates that the
vowel of the suffix does carry specific information, since -t alone is not necessarily
[-concrete]. Thus by elimination, the suffix -ut must be complex, i.e. composed of
u + t .

Some morphologists do not accept elimination as a valid strategy for revealing the
morphemic structure of an item, be it a suffix or a stem. The fact that in a sequence
[abc], [c] is identified as a morpheme, does not mean that [ab] is a morpheme, too—
it could be only the “residue” (this is indeed what has been claimed here for the
[a/e] vowels of the suffixes -at and -et). A more reliable strategy for proving the
morphemic status of a sequence such as [ab] above is to show that it appears with
the same semantics or function independently of its association with [c]. In the case
ot -ut then, one needs to demonstrate that -u- is identifiable as a morpheme carrying
[-concrete] semantics in contexts other than the suffix -ut.

This is not a difficult task, as the data in (12) illustrate. The items in (12a) all
belong to the same feminine template QTuLa, which consists of a root, the thematic
vowel [u] and the feminine suffix -a(t). Like the items bearing the complex feminine
marker -ut in (10a), all of the items in (12a) have collective semantics.9 The items in
(12b) appear in the highly productive template QiTuL, which is used almost automat-
ically to create the action nouns of verbs of the type QiTeL (Type II in (4a) above).
The only difference between the verbal stem and the action noun being [u], I assume
that this -u- contributes the [-concrete] meaning used to derive the action noun. This
function is exactly the one fulfilled by -ut in (10e) above.

Finally, the template QóTeL in (17c) contains many property nouns, and is mod-
erately productive in the derivation of such nouns from adjectives. For reasons that
need not concern us here, the vowel [u] cannot appear in this (morpho-)phonological

9Most existing nouns in QTuLa are collective (even more so if we include the template tQuLa in this
account, e.g. tmuta ‘mortality’, tnu’a ‘traffic, movement’). There are a few items in QTuLa that escape this
generalization (cf. glula ‘pill’), which may have a different derivational history. Furthermore, although this
template is only marginally productive, its only productive function is the creation of collective nouns.
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configuration in MH. Thus, the [o] of QóTeL may be viewed as an underlying /u/.
The “property” semantics is, of course, parallel to that of -ut in (10b–d) above.10

(12) The vowel -u- contributing [-concrete] meaning
a. QTuLa b. QiTuL c. QóTeL (*Qútel)
gdula ‘grandeur’ gidul ‘raising, tumor’ gódel ‘size’
kvuda ‘luggage’ kibud ‘respect, refreshments’ kóved ‘weight’
kvuca ‘group’ kiyum ‘existence’ córex ‘need’
rf u(P)a ‘medicine’ cibur ‘public’ (Q)ódef ‘excess’
p(Q)ula ‘action’ bigud ‘clothing, apparel’ (P)ófen ‘manner’
meluxa ‘reign’ keruv ‘approximation’ nó(Q)am ‘pleasantness’
tf usa ‘capacity’ mitun ‘recession’ gó(Q)al ‘disgust’
yeluda ‘birthrate’ bikuš ‘demand’ (P)óxel ‘food’
tmuta ‘mortality’ sikuy ‘chance’ xóféš ‘liberty’
ršuma ‘notes’ rišum ‘drawing, registration’ róšem ‘impression’

To summarize, the thematic vowel -u- is part of the make-up of collective nouns
(12a), action nouns (12b) and property-denoting nouns (12c), just like the suffix -ut.
I consider this sufficient proof for the independent existence of -u- as a marker of
[-concrete] semantics.

2.4.2 The origin of -ut and the unattested bases

In the presentation of -ut nouns, it was noted that the items in (10f) do not have inde-
pendently attested bases. These nouns, a slightly enhanced list of which is presented
in (13), fall into two groups: nouns with two surface consonants of the form C(a)Cut
(13a), and nouns with three consonants of the form CaCCut.

(13) Unattested concatenative base + ut: two groups
Related item Item with -ut

a. (dome) ‘similar’ dm-ut ‘character (in play)’
(šote) ‘fool’ št-ut ‘triviality’
(zaxa) ‘he won, earned’ zx-ut ‘right’
(zona) ‘prostitute’ zn-ut ‘prostitution’
(taPa) ‘he erred’ taP-ut ‘error’

b. (boger) ‘mature’ bagr-ut ‘maturity’
(nocri) ‘Christian’ nacr-ut ‘christianism’
(exad) ‘one’ axd-ut ‘unity’

tarb-ut ‘culture’

Although both groups in (13) are non-productive, the fixed form that they appear
in suggests that they are templatic, and thus constitute counter-examples to the claim
that -ut selects for nouns. Rather than simply label them lexically-retained exceptions,
I would like to argue that there is nothing exceptional about the items in (13).

Let us begin with the second group in (13), which involves triradical roots arranged
in the templatic form QaTL-. Consider the examples in (14). In (14a), it is shown that

10The assumption here is that /u/ is a thematic vowel of QóTeL; the parallel template QéTeL, without the
round vowel, cannot be said to host [-concrete] nouns in the same manner or to the same extent.
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the form QaTLut is shared by other items which do have a clearly identifiable base of
the form QéTeL. The examples in (14b) show that QaTL- is the form taken by these
nouns before the agentive suffix -an, too.

(14) Derived nouns with the form CaCC- that do have independently attested
bases
a. séfer ‘book’ safr-ut ‘literature’

mélex ‘king’ malx-ut ‘rein’
(Q)éved ‘to win, earn’ (Q)avd-ut ‘right’
(P)ével ‘morning’ (P)avl-ut ‘period of mourning’

b. dégel ‘flag’ dagl-an ‘flag-bearer’
(Q)ések ‘affair’ (Q)ask-an ‘business person’
yérek ‘vegetable’ yark-an ‘vegetable vendor’

I conclude from the data in (14) that although words like bagrut ‘maturity’ do not
have an independently-attested base, such a base is still recognizable as a possible
word béger. The fact that this word does not exist independently is a mere lexical
coincidence.11 The examples in (14b) further show that there is no need to assume a
template QaTLut: nouns of the type QéTeL display the form QaTL- not only before
-ut but before other derivational affixes, too. These items should not be regarded
as counter-examples to the generalization in (11) and the analysis in the previous
subsection.

The set of items in (13a), which take the form C(a)C-ut, cannot be resolved in the
same manner. For these cases, no independently-attested base C(a)C exists, even by
analogy. However, interestingly, all these cases involve only two consonant in their
base. I will now show that this is the key to understanding their being completely
regular and not an exception: in fact, the sequence [ut] in these items is not a suf-
fix.

In the previous subsection, it was argued that the template QTuLa included the
same -u- of as -ut. The satisfaction of this template is represented in (15a) for the
root

√
gdl, yielding gdula ‘grandeur’, according to the analysis developed in Faust

(2011). The template consists of four CV units, the last two of which are occupied by
the vowel of the suffix. This pattern of templates satisfaction has two results: (1) the
last vowel is phonologically long, and stress is thus placed on it; and (2) the /t/ of the
suffix remains afloat (as explained in (5) above).

Now, it is a fact about this template that no glide-final root appears in it; in other
words, there is no *QTu[y]a. This could either be a coincidence or a significant distri-
butional statement. Since underlying glides are notorious for disappearing from sur-
face forms, I propose that QTut is exactly one such case. Suppose that a y-final root
such as

√
šty is matched to the same QTuLa template and, as represented in (15b)

and the glide remains floating. Again, this has two consequences: (1) the thematic
vowel /u/ of the stem spreads and occupies the penultimate V-slot; and (2) the /t/ of
feminine /at/, rather than the vowel /a/, is linked to the last C-slot. The result is QTut,
i.e. a form which only looks like it carries a suffix -ut, when in fact the /u/ is part of
the template, not part of the feminine suffix.

11In fact, the word béger does appear in the list of Hebrew words in Avineri (1976).
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(15) The absence of a realizable third radical results in the realization of femi-
nine /t/

The analysis in (15) explains why it is precisely those nouns which have only two
radicals that consistently exhibit -ut on unattested bases: in reality, this is not a case of
-ut suffixation. Moreover, (15) manages to account for the apparent absence of glide-
final roots from the QTuLa template, which can now be regarded as no coincidence.12

In this subsection, the small residue of cases of -ut which seem to have no base
were discussed. These cases, it was argued, do not constitute counter-examples to the
claim that -ut selects for full nP’s. Having covered all cases of -ut, we now turn to the
other suffix for which this claim was made, namely -it.

2.4.3 The suffix -it is complex

In the last two subsections, I argued for the decomposition of -ut into -u-t. The argu-
ment was made first from elimination, then by indicating that the -u- of the suffix was
active independently of the feminine -t. The same two strategies can be employed to
prove the internal complexity of -it.

The argument from elimination is identical: if -t marks gender, then we are left
with -i-. This -i-, merely by its opposition to -u-, may be thought of as a default theme
vowel, void of any specific semantic content, like the theme vowels of Romance
languages. However, one would then ask why a theme vowel is even necessary in this
case, whereas no such theme vowel is recognized in -at/-et, whose vowels were not
accorded morphemic status. To answer this question, one would have to show that
the appearance of a thematic vowel -i- in this case somehow serves a function.

Interestingly, this claim can be made. Furthermore, making it involves employing
the second strategy for proving complexity: that of identifying the same morpheme,
in this case -i-, as fulfilling the same function as in -it but without the feminine -t.
Consider the adjectives in (16). They are all formed with -i, which is the only adjec-
tival suffix in MH.

(16) Deriving adjectives in MH
base noun derived adj

m. f.
merxav ‘space’ merxav-i merxav-i-t ‘spatial’
šavúa ‘week’ švu-i švu-i-t ‘weekly’
šit-a ‘method’ šit-at-i šit-at-i-t ‘methodic’
hafgana ‘demonstration’ hafganat-i hafganat-i-t ‘demonstrative’

12The sequence [QTuya] is possible in Hebrew, but it is found only in feminine counterparts of the passive
participle [QaTuy], e.g. šatuy–štuya ‘drunk (m.–f.)’. Besides this systematic exception, I found one excep-
tion to the generalization concerning the absence of QTuya, namely gluya ‘postcard’. This noun could be
analyzed as a nominalization of the feminine passive participle gluya ‘exposed(f.)’.
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The feminine forms of i-suffixed adjectives are phonologically identical to nouns
carrying -it. In the case of adjectives, however, unlike in the case of nouns, the de-
composition of -it is only natural, since the masculine only has an -i. Nevertheless,
this could be accidental homophony: it remains to be shown that the adjectival -i and
the alleged -i- of the feminine suffix -it have a similar function. For the time being,
the only function that can be identified for the [i] of the nominal suffix -it is to convey
the fact that the base to which -t is suffixed is an independent noun, rather than a
root.

Now consider the following fact. MH does not have zero-derivation; for a new
word to be formed on the basis of another word in a concatenative manner, some
overt exponent has to be present: conversions such as English ‘they jump’ vs. ‘a jump’
or ‘musical’ vs. ‘a musical’ are impossible. Structurally speaking, in a structure like
[adj[n]nP]adjP, something must denote that fact that the base is an independent word—
a noun in this case—rather than a root. As shown in (16), that something is a mor-
pheme -i, exactly the morpheme that indicated the same property of the base in the
case of feminine suffixation. If so, in both cases, -i- fulfills the same function: that
of conveying the independent, nominal status of the base of word-formation. If this
is correct, then the complex nature of -it is proven by the fact that -i- has the same
function in it as it has in adjectives, independently of -t.13

To summarize this discussion on -it and -ut in this part of the paper, it was argued
that the complexity of both -ut and -it is supported by the appearance of -u- and -i-
elsewhere in the system with functions similar to those that they fulfill in the feminine
suffixes. The implementation, theoretical consequences and formal properties of this
analysis will be explored in the theoretical analysis in Sect. 3.2. But before we move
to that part of the paper, one last piece of data must be discussed, namely plural
forms.

2.5 Plural -ot

In the previous subsections, the feminine exponent -t was treated as the only fem-
inine marker. The vowels of [-at/et] were taken to be not morphemes in their own
right, but part of the default realization of the feminine morpheme. In contrast,
the vowels of -it and -ut were described as separate morpheme, only followed
by the feminine -t. Now, reconsider the form of the feminine plural marker be-
low:

13The analysis of -i as pointing to a derived status is corroborated by the complete absence of templatic
activity related to -i. Unlike other suffixes in MH, such as -an, the attachment of -i never imposes any
consistent sound changes on its base. This, as claimed here and developed in the analysis in Sect. 3, fol-
lows from its distribution, on top of n/a/vP. In this respect, one objection to the analysis in the body of
the paper may mention such rare examples as rišm-i ‘official’, which does not have any apparent base.
However, besides being very rare, such examples do not form a consistent group, and moreover can be
analyzed as -i attached to a potentially-existing word: compare rišmi above to šivti ‘tribal’ (<ševet ‘tribe’).
One reviewer notes that the switch in the form of the base from QéTeL to QiTL- might constitute tem-
platic behavior. While that is true, this templatic behavior is independent of the suffix -i and is true when-
ever such bases carry vowel-initial suffixes, e.g. šivt-o ‘his tribe’, šivt-on ‘tribe (dim.)’, šivt-ey ‘tribes of’
etc.
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(17) Feminine plural: one suffix -ot
singular plural
brex-a brex-ot ‘swimming pool’
víz-a víz-ot ‘visa’
makól-et makol-ot ‘grocery store’
mon-it mon-iy-ot ‘taxi’
šagrir-ut šagrir-uy-ot ‘embassy’

In all the forms above, -ot only replaces what was described here as the feminine
morpheme: -i- and -u- remain in the plural form, too. A semi-vowel [y] separates
these non-gendered exponents and the plural suffix, arguably to repair the resulting
hiatus.

Only one real analysis of the interaction of singular and plural feminine suffixes
exists, to the best of my knowledge (that is, besides analyses that simply state what
happens). Bat-El (1989, 1997) proposes that cases like makol-ot ‘grocery stores’ are
derived by the concatenation of the singular and plural suffixes, i.e. have an un-
derlying representation /makol-et-ot/. Subsequently, due to an OCP effect, the first
of the two feminine /t/’s is omitted, yielding /makol-e-ot/. The stem vowel then
disappears and the surface form is [makolot]. In the case of bases with -it and
-ut, a constraint against the deletion of high vowels is responsible for their reten-
tion.

One problem inherent to this account is morphological specification. Only fem-
inine /t/’s are subject to the OCP effect; if a stem ends in [t], e.g. šabat ‘Sabbath’,
that [t] does not disappear in the plural [šabat-ot]. Moreover, the second feminine
/t/ has to belong to the plural -ot: a noun like kam-ut ‘quantity’, derived from kama
‘how much’, has a derived adjective kam-ut-i, whose feminine form is kam-ut-it, with
two feminine t ′s. This obliges Bat-El to limit the application of the OCP rule only to
inherent morphology, which in my opinion weakens the claim further.

The analysis in the present paper renders redundant the account that relies on
different treatment of high and non-high vowels, because it provides evidence as to
the morphological—as opposed to phonological—independence of the high vowels
-i- and -u- in this case. If pluralization is only applied to the feminine part of the
suffix, then there is no reason that these vowels be affected.

The present analysis enables one to go a step further: if /t/ is the feminine
morpheme, and -ot marks feminine plurality, then by elimination -o- marks plu-
ral number. This is indeed what I propose: The realization of the plural feature
in the case of feminine nouns is [o]. This [o] is inserted before the feminine
marker /t/.

The process is represented very schematically in (18). The first row contains the
underlying representations of the singulars (recall that [at/et] are both underlyingly
/at/). In the second row, a vowel [o] is added to the representation just before the fem-
inine -t. In (18a,b) this creates a morpheme-internal hiatus, which is resolved through
vowel coalescence. In (18c,d), the vowels do not coalesce, because they belong to a
different morpheme. Instead, a hiatus-breaking [y] is inserted (this can be viewed as
phonological, as in (18c,d), or as phonologically-conditioned allomorphy).
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(18) Pluralization of feminine nouns14

singular representation a. /par-at/ b. /makol-at/ c. /pax-i-t/ d. /šagrir-u-t/

plural representation /par-aot/ /makol-aot/ /pax-i-ot/ /šagrir-u-ot/

vowel coalescence par-ot makol-ot – –

y-insertion – – pax-iy-ot šagrir-uy-ot

surface output [parot]
‘cows’

[makolot]
‘grocery stores’

[paxiyot]
‘tin cans’

[šagriruyot]
‘embassies’

The analysis in (18) is preliminary: I will return to the morpho-syntactic details of the
view presented here in Sect. 3.2.4, and to the phonological details in the Appendix.
For now, it must be added that unlike -i- and -u-, the proposed exponent [o] cannot
be found independently of -t. In the morpho-syntactic analysis in Sect. 3.2, the three
are not treated on a par. Still, the argument made here can only be accepted by those
who consider elimination a legitimate move in morphological analysis. Having said
that, I think there is reason to adopt this view, rather than the view in Bat-El (1989,
1997), because it does away with both the special treatment of high vowels and the
morpheme- and inflection-type-specific OCP account.

This concludes the presentation of the general analysis of feminine suffixes in MH.
A general interim conclusion follows.

2.6 Interim conclusion

In this subsection of the paper, I have presented my views on the decomposition and
behavior of feminine suffixes in MH. The claims are listed in (19).

(19) List of claims by suffix
I. The suffixes -at and -et are lexically conditioned allomorphs. They are used
when the feminine morpheme is attached to a root or a template.
II. The suffix-it is a complex suffix, composed of the feminine -t preceded by
another morpheme, namely -i-. This -i- marks the categorized status of the
base to which the feminine suffix is added.
III. The suffix -ut, like -it, is a complex suffix composed of feminine -t pre-
ceded by the morpheme -u-. The morpheme -u- carries [-concrete] seman-
tics. It is used in the same morphological context as -i-, i.e. when the base to
which the feminine suffix is added is a noun.
IV. Feminine plurality is realized by the insertion of a morpheme /o/ before
the feminine -t. This insertion results in the realization of the plural suffix -ot.

Several aspects of these claims have only been argued for partially, pending a more
detailed structural analysis. Most importantly, what justifies the use of these extra

14The suffix -ot appears exceptionally on masculine nouns without altering their gender (kir–kir-ot ‘wall
(ms.)’). Thus, prior analyses of pluralization in MH (Aronoff 1994; Kihm 2001) consider -ot as the realiza-
tion of plural, subcategorized for gender. Because -ot does not carry a feminine feature, the fact that these
nouns remain masculine is not surprising. This view is further discussed in Sect. 3.1.2. For an alternative
analysis, which places -ot in a morpho-syntactic position that can denote plural number but does not alter
gender, see Faust (2011).
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morphemes when the base of the derivation is an independent item? In the second
part of this paper, I will try to answer this and related questions.

3 Morpho-syntactic analysis

In this second part of the paper, I will lay out a formal analysis of the feminine
suffixes of MH. The section is divided in two main parts. In Sect. 3.1, the theoret-
ical foundations and tools are presented. The morpho-syntactic analysis is found in
Sect. 3.2.

3.1 Theoretical background

The analysis in this part of the paper will be conducted within the morpho-syntactic
theory of Distributed Morphology (DM; Halle and Marantz 1993). In this theory,
words are built in the same module as sentences, namely syntax. With the exception of
content roots, phonological form in this theory is inserted late, when the phonological
component interprets syntactic structure. To illustrate, in the structure of English atom
in (20a), the nominalizing head n attaches to a root

√
ATOM. The head n has no

realization (or a “null” realization). When the structure is spelled out, the underlying
representation /ætOm/ is processed in the phonology to yield the phonetic [ǽR@m].
In the more complex structure of atomic in (20b), an adjectival head is merged to
the nominal structure. The same phonological representation is inserted for the noun,
while the adjectival head is realized as /Ik/. The entire string /ætOmIk/ is processed to
yield [@thÓmIk].

(20) English atom and atomic in DM

One general point worth making right away concerns the concept of possible words.
The morpho-syntactic structure may or may not correspond to an encyclopedic entry,
i.e. to an existing word. Structures that do not correspond to a listed encyclopedic
entry may be licit words in the language that simply do not exist. For instance, in
(20b), the adjectival head that selects nP is realized as -ic. But this does not predict
that every denominal adjective in English will be spelled out in this manner, or that all
possible nouns should have corresponding adjectives with -ic. The structure in (20)
only makes a claim about a possible scenario: if a noun is converted into an adjective,
the suffix used might be -ic. It is a fact about English that no adjective is derived
from the noun bottom [báR@m]. This fact does not falsify the structure in (20b), which
can only be understood as claiming that if there were such a derivation, one possible
realization of the adjectival head would be -ic. But there is no special reason for the
non-existence of *bottomic.
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Having clarified these basic facts about DM, we are ready to delve deeper into the
principles of the version of DM employed in the ensuing morphosyntactic analysis.
The following subsections briefly discuss the central aspect of this version. First,
the recent proposal in Lowenstamm (to appear) is introduced, according to which
category heads are always null, and derivational affixes such as -ic are analyzed on
a par with roots. This view is adopted and further explored in two other subsections,
concerning its application first to non-concatenative, templatic morphology in general
and then to feminine markers in MH specifically.

3.1.1 Lowenstamm (to appear)

In a forthcoming paper, Lowenstamm (to appear),15 puts forth a modification of the
classic conceptualization of DM. It is proposed that derivational affixes are not re-
alizations of functional or category heads, but rather occupy independent terminal
nodes. To illustrate, (21) compares the classic DM analysis of atomic to Lowen-
stamm’s. In the latter, -ic is represented not as the realization of the adjectival head,
as in (21a) but as a root

√
IK. This root is a bound root, in that its distribution is deter-

mined by its selectional restriction, which is formalized as an uninterpretable feature
[u

√
].16 Such features have to be checked against the complement of their carrier. In

(21b), the uninterpretable feature [u
√

] is checked by the complement of
√

IK, which
is itself a root (a barred feature is a checked feature). The result is a

√
P, headed by√

IK, which makes up a complex root
√

ATOMIK. This root is selected by, which has
a null realization.

(21) English atomic: classic DM vs. Lowenstamm (to appear)

The original motivation for separating the realization from the category-head lies in
the unpredictability of this relation. As mentioned above, it is not the case that all
adjectives are expressed by -ic suffixation. Moreover, the selectional restriction of
such affixes, when there is one, does not stem from the category that they denote.
Lowenstamm finds further motivation for this separation in the fact that the rela-
tion exponent-category is often ambiguous. For instance, -al may denote adjectives
(commun-al) or nouns (refus-al). For further discussion, the reader is referred to the
original paper. Finally, it is important to note in the present context that just like every
combination of the type in (21a) must correspond to an existing listed item, so does
the combination in (21b): no generalization is lost and there is no overgeneration.

15The paper is the official version of Lowenstamm (2010), available on the author’s website.
16This is a technical implementation of the more general idea that affixes may select their complements,
already present in Selkirk (1982).
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In (21b), the bound root
√

IK is specified for selecting another root. Other affixes—
the famous level 2 affixes of English—are specified for selecting other levels. Thus,√

NES is specified for selecting aP’s. By assuming that category-assigning heads
such as a(djective) constitute significant boundaries in the derivation (phases, as in
Marantz 2007), Lowenstamm derives the different behavior of level 1 and level 2
affixes with respect to stress.

Lowenstamm’s original proposal dealt with derivational affixes in English. Sub-
sequently, in Lowenstamm (2011, 2012), the same view has been applied to inflec-
tional morphology, separating the “feminine profile” of French nouns from whether
the noun carries a [+FEM] feature or not. It thus seems that for Lowenstamm, all
affixes are separate from the category head that selects them. Whether this is true or
not is a topic for a different paper. For the present purpose, two aspects of the applica-
tion of Lowenstamm’s proposal to the MH data require additional clarification. First,
how is templatic morphology to be represented within this framework? Secondly, and
more importantly, what is the correct conceptualization of feminine morphemes? Are
they separate heads, or do they realize features on category-assigning heads such as
n and a, or even functional heads such as Gen(der)? The following two subsections
will treat these questions.

3.1.2 Non-concatenativity and templaticity analyzed within DM

As explained in the introduction of this subsection, derivations in DM commence
with a root. Roots are not to be confused with “stems”. The term “stem” is commonly
used in the linguistic literature, sometimes even as a formal level of representation.17

Stems, but not roots, must be linearized entities: thus, the root of keeping and kept
is identical, but their stems are different, /ki:p/and /kEp/ respectively. The confusion
arises because in most of the world’s languages, there are very few cases—if any—in
which the root and the stem differ in form. For instance, in Spanish, the sequence
com [kom] is present in all the word-forms of the paradigm of the verb ‘eat’, as well
as in all of the words derived from this base. In DM, the root of the paradigm will
therefore be represented as

√
KOM. However, since [kom] is pronounceable, it is also

the stem—the sequence on which all of the forms of the paradigm are built.
Semitic languages illustrate the other extreme. Unlike Germanic languages, where

only a relatively small part of the morphology tampers with the concatenativity of the
stem, in Semitic languages such operations are very productive. Indeed, sometimes
they are the only alternative (see discussion around (4) above). Thus, roots in Semitic
cannot be stems: they consist of elements, most commonly three of them, which
must be interdigitated with other morphemes in order to be even pronounceable. DM
analyses of Semitic, such as Arad (2005), thus place the root element at the basis of
the derivation, as in (22) below.

These tripartite roots of Semitic languages must be placed in a template in order to
be realized. How are these templates to be represented in the morpho-syntactic tree?
There has not been much study of Semitic templaticity in DM. In the much-cited

17In DM, stems are not a level of representation, and constitute the mere residue of the subtraction of
concatenative affixes.
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work of Arad (2005), it is assumed, along the lines of the analyses of derivational
morphemes in classic DM, that templates are the realizations of category-assigning
heads (22a). An alternative along the lines of Lowenstamm (to appear) has been pro-
posed in Faust (2011): like Lowenstamm’s derivational morphemes, templates are
roots which select for other roots (22b). The result of this merger is a complex root.
Notice, in addition, that the templatic morpheme in (22b) carries a feature [u

√
QTL],

indicating that its complement must be a triradical root, rather than just any root.18

(22) Hebrew root-and-template morphology in morpho-syntactic structure: kacin
‘officer’

The reasons for assuming that templates do not spell out category heads are parallel
to those provided for derivational morphemes. It is impossible to predict what the
nominal template would be for a given noun; the selectional restrictions of the mor-
pheme do not follow from the identity of the category head that selects it (or from
the head that is realized, as in (22a)); and several templates are ambiguous, e.g. the
template QaTiL in nominal kacin ‘officer’ and adjectival ragiš ‘sensitive’. For a full
discussion on templatic structures as represented in (22b), the reader is referred to
Faust (2011).

Having established how templates are represented in the morpho-syntactic struc-
ture, we may start focusing back in on the topic of this paper, namely the feminine
morpheme.

3.1.3 Representing the feminine suffix as a bound root

In this subsection, a representation of the feminine marker in MH is established, in
view of the ensuing morpho-syntactic analysis. Consider the two representations in
(23). In the classic DM representation in (23a), the sequence /at/ realizes a gender
feature on the head n; in the representation in (23b), the feminine marker is equated
with Lowenstamm’s derivational affixes and represented as a bound root. This bound
root selects for complements of the type

√
. This requirement, it is assumed, may also

be satisfied by the selection of complex roots—represented as
√

P. Thus, in (23b),
the feature carried by

√
at is checked against its complement, which is a template; as

argued for in the previous subsection, templates are bound roots in their own right.
There are at least two reasons to adhere to the representation in (23b) rather than

that in (23a). In (23b),
√

at is displayed as a root that carries a gender feature, which
is eventually attributed to the noun. The prediction is thus made that other roots may

18Non-templatic words whose roots are not triradical do exist in MH, e.g. tíras ‘corn’.
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also be specified as contributing a gender feature to the nominal expression, giving
rise to nouns of feminine gender without a suffix. This is indeed so, as illustrated
by nouns like xerev ‘sword’ or kos ‘glass’, although no overt marking is present. If
one adopts (23a), in contrast, such nouns are not predicted to exist, and can only be
derived by forcing the system not to realize the gender feature.19

(23) Two ways of representing the realization of feminine gender, kcina ‘offi-
cer (f.)’

The second reason to prefer (23b) concerns irregular plurals. As mentioned in
Sect. 2.5, footnote 14, some masculine nouns are pluralized by feminine -ot, while re-
taining their masculine gender, e.g. rexov-rexovot ‘street (sg.-pl.)’ (masculine nouns
are regularly and productively pluralized with a suffix -im). In a famous account of
this irregularity, Aronoff (1994) stipulates that in those nouns, the [plural] feature is
realized as [ot]. This view has two disadvantages. First, it divorces form and struc-
ture, in that it realizes an ungendered plural feature with a suffix carrying a -t, when
all other suffixes with this realization—even the same suffix -ot—are regularly and
productively feminine. This is done in order to cover (rather than account for) a list
of around 200 nouns, which have to be listed regardless of the specific analysis. The
second problem with such a view is that it is not explanatory: it only repeats the
facts in slightly more technical terms. If the facts were different—say, if the singu-
lar of some feminine nouns were marked with the masculine plural -im—Aronoff’s
approach would have no problem at all.

A lesser-known study, which treats this problem in passing, is Melčuk and Podol-
sky (1996). In that paper, the plural allomorph of nouns like rexov carries the mor-
pheme -at, presumably in a position that does not affect the gender of the noun.20

Since this morpheme has the plural form -ot, the plural form of the noun is rexov-ot.
This analysis maintains the relation between the underlying feminine morpheme and
the plural -ot, without giving up its restricted nature.

These are the principled reasons for representing the feminine morpheme as a root.
As I hope to show in the ensuing analysis, there are practical reasons, too, to prefer
(23b): indeed, the understanding of feminine morphology in Modern Hebrew depends

19Attributing features such as [gender] to roots is potentially problematic, since [gender] implies nominal
status, and roots in DM are not regarded as carrying information about their category. The [gender] feature
in this case can be conceptualized as a listed fact about the direct merger of a head noun and roots such as√

KOS. Of course, the details of this possible solution deserve a much more elaborate discussion than it is
possible to provide in the present context.
20In Faust (2011), which develops this analysis, this position is taken to be [spec,

√
P].
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crucially on the adoption of Lowenstamm’s proposal. To conclude this discussion
of theoretical premises, recall the two principles that distinguish that proposal from
“classic” DM:

(24) Principles of Lowenstamm (to appear)
a. Suffixes are not a realization of category heads or features on it, but rather
occupy separate terminal nodes in the syntactic structure.
b. Suffixes carry selectional restrictions ([u

√
] in the case of

√
at above),

which must be checked by their complement.

3.2 Morpho-syntactic analysis of the feminine markers of MH

In this second part of the theoretical analysis, morpho-syntactic structures are pro-
vided for each of the scenarios described in Sect. 2. Recall the proposal of that sub-
section:

-at/-et are simplex and select for roots; -it and -ut are complex and select for nouns

Although the data in what follows are those presented hitherto in the paper, the theo-
retical tools developed and applied are claimed to be universal; several aspects of the
analysis are therefore of general morphological interest.

3.2.1
√

at

Having adopted Lowenstamm’s formulations, we now have a formal way to express
the generalization about the feminine suffix, which I will continue to label

√
at. As

in (23b), this root carries the uninterpretable feature [u
√

]. It may thus attach to
anything below the level of the category-head.

In (23b) above,
√

at is attached to a template that has a corresponding masculine
form kacin ‘officer’.21 The structures in (25) illustrate other possible scenarios. (25a)
shows a case where

√
at is part of the template, which does not have a masculine

correspondent. The case at hand is the noun smixa ‘blanket’. In such cases, it is more
accurate to represent

√
at as merging with the template independently of the latter’s

selection of a root. The selectional restriction of
√

at is satisfied by the template, and
that of the template by the tripartite root. The structure in (25b) portrays the selection
by

√
at of a base which is (arguably) neither a template nor a tripartite root. Again, the

selectional restriction of
√

at is satisfied. (25c) is identical to (25a), but it is important
to show here in two respects: first, it has the feminine root realized as unstressed -et;
and second, the base is stable QaTaL, which can also serve as the basis of -it (though
-it would attach to the nP level, rather than the template). Finally, (25d) represents
the case of an [a]-final loanword. As mentioned in the introduction, such nouns are
interpreted as feminine. The representation thus includes

√
at selecting for a root.

21A reviewer asks why it is impossible for the feminine of templatic QaTiL to be built on the nP level
of the masculine, thus predicting unattested *QTiLit. I suspect that this is due to a general preference for
templatic realization over concatenative realization, at least when there is a templatic feminine form and
the template is productive. This preference can be paralleled to the preference for listed allomorphs like
feet over the non-lexical -s.
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(25) Other scenarios in which
√

at may participate

In all of the configurations above,
√

at selects for a complement of the type
√

. One
configuration, the one in (26) below, remains impossible. The root

√
at is merged

with an nP, its selectional restriction goes unsatisfied, and the derivation crashes.

(26) The selectional restriction of
√

at not satisfied

Indeed, it was argued that -at/-et do not appear on independent nouns. Attributing
a selectional restriction to

√
at allows one to express this fact. Still, part of [-at/-et],

namely the feminine -t, does appear on the feminine nouns derived from masculine
nouns, as part of the complex suffix -i-t. How this comes about will be discussed in
the next subsection.

3.2.2 The complex suffix -i-t and the expletive root
√

i

In Sect. 2.4.3, it was claimed that the suffix -it is a complex suffix, composed of the
feminine -t preceded by the morpheme -i-. The function of this morpheme, it was
informally argued, is to convey the fact that the base of derivation is an independent
word, rather than a root. But why would there be such a marker?

The answer should now be clear: such marking arises because the regular marker
of feminine gender,

√
at, is incompatible with a complement of the type nP. The inser-

tion of -i-, I propose, is performed in order to render the feminine marker compatible
with the nP base. By inserting -i-, the selectional requirement of

√
at can be satisfied.

In other words, -i- is inserted as a repair strategy.
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The proposal is portrayed in (27) for the loanword pirat ‘pirate’. The situation
in (27a), which would derive *piráta, is problematic because the feature carried by√

at cannot be checked against its complement. To repair this problem, a root
√

i is
inserted as the complement of

√
at, as in (27b). The root

√
at thus surfaces as [it].22

(27) Insertion of
√

i as a repair for
√

at attached to nP

If the proposal above is correct,
√

i is best regarded as an expletive root. Like an
expletive pronoun, it is inserted only as a result of a structural requirement; and like
an expletive pronoun, it is otherwise semantically null. At the same time, the

√
i in

(27b) clearly does not form an inseparable unit with the feminine -t: it is in this sense
that I propose that -it should be viewed as -i-t.

Corroborating data for the independence of -i- were presented in Sect. 2.4.3 from
the realm of denominal adjectives. Such adjectives, as the reader will recall, are con-
structed by adding -i to the base noun, e.g. merxav ‘space’—merxav-i ‘spacial’. Since
there is no morphological conversion in MH, the -i was regarded as serving the same
function as in -it: denoting that the base of derivation is a real noun.

This -i, too, can be understood as repairing illicit structures. The ban on conver-
sion can be modeled by having each category-assigning head carry an uninterpretable
feature [u

√
], as depicted for the adjectival head in (28a). This requirement renders

the structure in (28b) problematic, because there is no root between the two category
heads. The problem in (28b) is exactly analogous to that of

√
at in (27a) from the

previous subsection: a head that selects for roots is merged with a category that does
not satisfy this selectional restriction, in this case nP. It is only expected that the same
repair strategy would be used, namely insertion of expletive

√
i.

(28) Category heads endowed with feature [u
√

]; familiar problem, familiar re-
pair

22For the phonological details, see the Appendix, as well as Faust (2011). In the present context it may
be useful to mention that the inserted /i/ must be accompanied by a templatic unit, in order to harbor the
feminine /t/, which remains unrealized in the absolute State of -at, but never so in -it.
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In other words, the -i of merxav-i is not an adjectival marker, but rather the marker of
derived status. If an item contains -i, the complement of the category head is itself a
maximal projection nP, vP or aP. Exactly like the -i- of feminine -i-t, the seemingly
adjectival marker is only an expletive root: the otherwise illicit situation of zero-
derivation is preempted by the insertion of -i.

In this subsection, I proposed that both adjectival -i and the -i- of feminine -i-t are
expressions of an expletive root

√
i, whose sole function is to satisfy the selectional

restriction of other structural elements. It is also important to add that
√

i itself does
not have a selectional restriction: in this respect, too, it constitutes a third type of root,
one that is not the basic root of the construction, and yet is not bound, in that it does
not carry an uninterpretable feature. As we will see in the next subsection,

√
i is not

the only root to belong to this category.

3.2.3 The root
√

u in the complex suffix -u-t

In Sect. 2.4.1, it was argued that the suffix -ut should be decomposed into -u-t.
The main argument came from (informal) semantics: almost all words with -ut have
[-concrete] meanings, as do many templatic nouns in which it is possible to isolate an
element -u which is not adjacent to a feminine -t. In this subsection, I will discuss the
morpho-syntactic structures of all nouns that involve -u- either as a part of a suffix or
as a part of the template.

Let us begin with the suffix -ut. In Sect. 2.4.1, it was shown that this suffix, like -it,
attaches to nP’s. Unlike -it, suffixation of -ut yields nouns with [-concrete] denotation.
The [-concrete] semantics is contributed by -u-. Thus, -ut is the [-concrete] equivalent
of -it. Therefore, the structure of an -ut noun should parallel that of -it; the sole
difference is that now the goal is to construct a [-concrete] noun on top of an xP. The
root

√
at alone cannot accomplish this (29a). Given that a special morpheme with

exactly that semantics exists, viz.
√

u, this morpheme, and not
√

i, will be inserted to
resolve the incompatibility of

√
at (29b).23

(29) Insertion of
√

u as a repair for
√

at attached to nP, when [-concrete] is the
goal

In (29b), the root
√

u is somewhat analogous to the “theme vowels” of Romance lan-
guage: it is a classificatory sub-component of the suffix, which is nevertheless separa-
ble from it. Unlike most theme vowels in Romance, it provides semantic information.

23Again, see footnote 21 and the Appendix for the morpho-phonological aspects of this merger.
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Like
√

i—and probably all “theme” vowels—the root
√

u does not carry a selectional
restriction: its distribution is determined by the selectional restrictions of other mor-
phemes.

If so, the two suffixes -it and -ut are both allomorphs and distinct morphemes. As
strategies of resolution of the incompatibility of

√
at with xP’s other than

√
P, they

stand in a complementary distribution: each will not be applied when the other will.
However, the two complex suffixes bear different meanings, and thus they can be
attached to identical bases, e.g. nagar-it ‘female carpenter’, nagar-ut ‘carpentry’.

We have established the structure of nouns with the suffix -ut; what about those
nouns that carry -u- within their template? Three such templates were shown: col-
lective QTuLa, action noun QiTuL, and property-denoting QóTeL (underlyingly Qu-
TeL). This paper, which deals with the feminine suffixes of MH, cannot stray into a
full discussion of the structures of these nouns. The structures provided below repli-
cate those in Faust (2011), where such a discussion can be found.24

(30) The root
√

u as the theme vowel of certain templates: morpho-syntactic
structures

The structure in (30a) elaborates on the initial proposal in (22) and (25a), representing
the template as a root in its own right. In (30a), the templates head a

√
P. The basic

template of QTuLa is QaTVL, which has a vowel /a/ between the first two consonants
and a position for a theme vowel between the last two.25 In the internal structure of

24For instance, the positioning of -u- within the different items is treated.
25That the basis of QTuLa is QaTuL can be seen in items whose first consonant is a historical guttural,
which maintain the /a/ in this position, e.g. (P)atuda ‘reserve (forces)’. Historical gutturals were never
recovered in MH, and the epenthetic vowel of the language in [e]; so synchronically, the vowel /a/ must
be underlyingly present in QTuLa nouns, too. As mentioned before (4) in the main text, this vowel often
disappears when it is not pretonic.
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this template, the root
√

u functions as a theme vowel, situated in [Spec,
√

P] of the
template. That

√
P is selected by

√
at to yield yet another

√
P, which inherits the

requirement for a tripartite complement from its own complement. That inherited
requirement is satisfied by the selection of

√
GDL. This structure is then selected by

the nominalizing head.
The structures in (30b,c) show

√
u as the theme vowel not of a root, but of a

head n. The action noun gidul ‘growing, cultivation’ in (30b) is related to the type II
verb gidel ‘grow, cultivate’. Doron (2003) analyzes this verb type as involving an
action head Ì. In (30b), Ì is represented as its form, a prosodically stable template
Q_T_L, which requires a tripartite root and two vowels. As claimed in De Belder
et al. (to appear), once the selectional requirement of

√
Q_T_L is satisfied, if the

structure is selected by a vP, the verbal form emerges. But if the same structure is
selected by n, an action noun emerges. To express the [-concrete] semantics of the
noun,

√
u is inserted in the specifier position of the nP. The first vowel in gidul does

not carry any information, so it is not included in the structure.
Nouns like gódel ‘size’ in (30c) are analyzed in Faust (2011) as non-templatic, the

result of a direct merger of n and the tripartite root. If a [-concrete] noun is intended,√
u is inserted in the specifier position of the noun. Again, the second vowel of the

noun does not carry any information, and therefore is not included in the structures.
In this subsection, I discussed the structures involving the root

√
u, both as a part

of -ut and independently of the feminine -t. As was shown, unlike
√

i,
√

u cannot be
regarded as expletive, because it conveys semantic information. Rather, in all of the
examples above,

√
u functioned as a theme root. This function correlated with its lack

of selectional restrictions. It is thus a tentative claim of this paper that theme vowels
are roots with no selectional restrictions. If this is true, then they resemble the basic
roots of items, which also lack selectional restrictions. This is somewhat problematic,
since it predicts that theme roots should also be able to serve as basic roots. One may
nevertheless presume that theme vowels have a meaning that is too general for them
to stand alone at the base of an item.

In the next and last subsection, the last feminine suffix, plural -ot, will be ex-
plored.

3.2.4 The plural suffix -ot is the plural allomorph of
√

at

Reconsider the repeated data about the pluralization of feminine nouns in (31). In
Sect. 2.5, it was proposed that a vowel -o- is inserted before the -t, crucially leaving
intact the elements -i- and -u-.

(31) One suffix for feminine plurals -ot

singular plural
a. brex-a brex-ot ‘swimming pool’
b. víz-a víz-ot ‘visa’
c. makól-et makol-ot ‘grocery store’
d. mon-it mon-iy-ot ‘taxi’
e. šagrir-ut šagrir-uy-ot ‘embassy’
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In the discussion on the vowels [a/e] of the suffixes [-at/-et], two claims were made:
(1) they are both underlyingly /at/, and (2) the /a/ of /at/ is a default vocalization,
realized only when no other vowel is present. As we have seen from several angles,
this situation only comes about when the complement of

√
at is a root. In other cases,

when
√

i and
√

u are part of the complex suffix, the feminine suffix is realized as
only /t/.

With that in mind, consider the structure of xatul-ot ‘cats (f.)’, plural of xatul-a,
in (32). The number head carries a feature [pl] for “plural”. However, this plural
feature is not realized on the number head, but rather as an allomorphic reflex of

√
at:

the insertion of a root
√

o in the [spec,
√

P] position (the trigger and its effect are in
shaded circles). The presence of this

√
o is expected to block the realization or [a/e],

and the feminine suffix will be realized as /ot/.

(32) Proposed structure of feminine plural (allomorph and trigger shaded)

In this analysis of -ot, feminine pluralization is expressed by root allomorphy: the
root [at] has a specific plural allomorph [ot], achieved by the addition of /o/ to the
underlying representation of /at/. The same will happen in the cases of -i-t and -u-t:
the element

√
o will appear on the feminine

√
at, but will not affect the necessity to

insert
√

u or
√

i and will not alter these exponents.
A non-trivial aspect of the analysis in (32) is its structural interpretation of al-

lomorphy, made possible by the separation of marker and category. Rather than at-
tributing the same feature to two, listed realizations, in (32) the suffix -ot is a re-
flection of the bound root in the environment of the [plural] suffix. A distinction
that goes well beyond the specific case in Hebrew emerges between two types of
allomorphies: one where the same morpho-syntactic information has different real-
izations in different environments, and one where the different realizations do not
in fact realize the same morpho-syntactic information. In the latter, one realization
might be that of a feature, and the other that of a feature-sensitive root. This distinc-
tion has important consequences, which are explored in Faust (2011, in prep.): there,
this distinction is related to the mere existence of distinct plural forms for masculine
and feminine in MH, and the different behaviors of these suffixes in the Construct
State.

The last suffix having been treated, the following section concludes the paper.
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4 Conclusion

This paper explored the distribution of feminine suffixes in Modern Hebrew. At first
sight, all of these suffixes seem to be allomorphs: all three suffixes -at, -et and -it are
valid candidates for the expression of [gender]; and all three suffixes -at, -et and -ut
can be used to express a feature [-concrete]. Finally, the suffix -ot is a portmanteau
morpheme, expressing both number and feminine gender, and so it must be regarded
as yet another (partial) allomorph.

However, there is one fact that militates against the statement that e.g. -it is the
allomorph of -at, namely that all feminine suffixes end in -t. In other words, the
expression of gender is stable in all of them. Since these properties are shared, they
should not be included in the statement of allomorphy: it is rather the vowels [a], [i],
[u] and [o] that stand in allomorphic relation.

For this claim to be valid, it must be proved that these vowels are independent
from their base. In this paper, such claims were advanced only for some of the vow-
els. The vowel [a] of the suffix -a(t) was claimed to appear only when no other vowel
appears. It was accorded the status of a default exponent, and was not viewed as in-
dependent of the feminine -t. The same was claimed for [e]. In contrast, independent
status was argued to exist for /i/ and /u/, by showing that they have similar functions
elsewhere. Accordingly, in the morpho-syntactic analysis, they were analyzed as sep-
arate roots, following Lowenstamm’s (2010, to appear) proposal. The root

√
i, it was

claimed, is an expletive root inserted in order to resolve morpho-syntactic selectional
mismatches. It has this role in feminine -i-t, where the mismatch occurs between

√
at

and a non-root complement; and in the derivation of an adjective from a noun with
the suffix -i. Both the homophony between the two markers and the independence of
-i- from feminine -t were thus explained.26

The theme vowel
√

u was shown to contribute the same [-concrete] semantic im-
port in the non-concatenative morphology of the language. Thus, its independence
from -t was also made evident. In the analysis,

√
u thus has the same morpho-

syntactic distribution as
√

i: it is inserted to satisfy the selectional restriction of
√

at
when its complement is an xP. However, the semantic import of

√
i and

√
u is not

the same, the former being expletive, and thus featureless, and the latter carrying a [-
concrete] feature. Indeed, no [-concrete] noun exists with -it. The analogy was made
between

√
u and the theme vowels of Romance, suggesting that such exponents are

roots without selectional restrictions.
Regarding the expression of plurality, it was shown that a morpho-phonological

decomposition of plural -ot into /o + t/ is also plausible. A novel analysis of this
suffix was proposed, according to which a root

√
o is inserted as a specifier to the

feminine root
√

at, resulting in the deletion of the latter’s vowel, but not its consonant.
The additional /o/ thus only modifies the form of the feminine /at/; the fact that the
vowels of -i-t and -u-t are not deleted follows, and no specific logic is called for to
explain their retention, as in the only previous analysis available.

To the best of my knowledge, the different feminine suffixes of MH have never
been motivated. Their distribution was regarded as lexical and unpredictable. The

26Of course, the claim was not that any occurrence of -i in the language is expletive.
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analysis in this paper makes the opposite claim: there is no unmotivated allomorphy
of gender marking in MH; only one root

√
at marks gender, and all its mutations

follow from the different morpho-syntactic configurations it participates in it.
A central notion in this analysis is the incompatibility of

√
at with certain con-

texts. For this insight to make any sense, Lowenstamm’s (to appear) view of af-
fixes as bound roots must be admitted, at least for

√
at. The only alternative I can

see is to have a feature [gender] with realizations listed according to syntactic envi-
ronment, a solution that simply stipulates what the present analysis derives. To the
extent that this analysis has been convincing, it argues in favor of Lowenstamm’s
view.

Appendix: The phonology of complex feminine suffixes

This appendix discusses the phonological and morpho-phonological aspects of the
feminine suffixes of MH. The analysis is couched within the CVCV option of Gov-
ernment Phonology, where the skeletal tier is composed of strictly alternating CV
units (Lowenstamm 1996; Scheer 2004). I will be concerned with two aspects of the
data: the floating of the feminine /t/ only in the suffix -at and the interaction between
the vowels of the suffixes.

The suffix /-at/, when its vowel is realized as [a], only reveals the underlying con-
sonant /t/ in the Construct State. It is the only one of the five feminine suffixes to
exhibit this behavior. In Sect. 2.1, this property was analyzed as due to insufficient
skeletal support: given two CV units, if the vowel [a] is analyzed as occupying both V-
slots (i.e. being long), then the /t/ must remain afloat. But why is it that only /at/—only
the singular expression of the feminine

√
at when its complement is a root—exhibits

this behavior?
In Faust (2011, to appear), I develop the idea that /at/ is skeletally parasitic: its

underlying representation does not have its own skeleton, and the suffix must dock
onto the skeleton of its base. Consider a pair of nouns such as mištar ‘regime’ vs.
mištar-a ‘police’. The masculine noun is represented in (33b): the last, stressed vowel
is long, and the template thus occupies five CV units. The feminine noun, represented
in (33b), occupies the same number of CV units: if the vowel of the suffix is to be
realized as long, the last vowel of the base comes to occupy only one slot. Pretonic
vowels in open syllables in MH, even though they are linked to one position, maintain
their quality.

(33) /at/ is parasitic on the skeleton of its base

As claimed in the body of the paper, -it and -ut are complex. In order to account for
the non-floating of the /t/ in their case, all one must assume is that the morphemes

√
i

and
√

u, unlike
√

at, do have their own skeleton. In (34), they are both accompanied
by two CV units. Thus when they are added to bases such as pax ‘tin’ and lax ‘humid’
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(34a,b), the resulting words will have enough space for the feminine /t/ to land. Recall
the /a/ is no longer part of the realization in these cases; that said, the disappearance
of /a/ from these representations could be interpreted as a result of lack of templatic
support.

(34) Additional skeletal space provided by
√

i and
√

u

Accordingly, one may claim the same thing for the feminine plural. The root
√

o,
which was claimed to be inserted next to

√
at when the head num carries a feature

[plural], can further be claimed to supply the additional CV unit, needed for the link-
ing of the /t/. This is shown for the plurals of mištara ‘police’, paxit ‘tin can’ and
laxut ‘humidity’, in (35a–c). In all three cases portrayed, the plural form has exactly
one CV unit more than the singulars in (33) and (34). In all three, the vowel /o/ is
long and attracts stress. In (35a), the /o/ completely replaces the /a/ of the singular; in
(35b,c), the -i- and -u- are “shoved” by the long /o/ and link to the intervening C-slot.
That a glide [y] should surface is therefore unsurprising, at least for -i-; for -u-, the
surfacing of the same glide can be regarded as the result of the lack of [w] in MH.

(35) Plural
√

o contributes a CV slot

Of course, there are other linking patterns possible given these segments and this
number of CV units. This appendix should not understood as claiming that the link-
ing pattern is completely predictable; at least some aspects of it could be morpho-
phonological, that is, fixed for the interaction of these specific morphemes.

In this Appendix, I have shown an autosegmental analysis of the phonology of
feminine suffixes. It was proposed that certain suffixes contain a specific number of
CV units in their underlying representation, while others do not, and are therefore
parasitic on the skeleton of their base. This assumption was used to account for the
floating pattern of /t/ and for the appearance of certain glides. The inclusion or exclu-
sion of /a/ from the realization may also be explained in this manner.
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